This Week in Prep…

In Reading…
Preps have been pointing to the words in their books as they read. We have been looking words that we know. We, I, the, at, my, and, me.

In Writing…
Preps have been drawing a picture and having a go at writing about their picture. We have been trying to use letters and words we know in our writing.

In Numeracy…
Preps are learning about times of day. We have been talking about Morning, Afternoon and Night-time and what we do at different times of the day.

Specialist Timetable
There have been changes made to the specialist timetable due to unforeseen circumstances. We apologise if these changes have caused confusion.
The new specialist timetables for the Prep classes are:

**PDJ**
Library – Friday  
P.E. – Monday  
Visual Arts – Thursday  
Science - Wednesday

**PIV**
Library – Tuesday  
P.E – Wednesday  
Visual Arts – Monday  
Science - Thursday

**PRS**
Library – Tuesday  
P.E – Thursday  
Visual Arts – Wednesday  
Science - Monday
Spare Clothes
Please make sure there is a clean, labelled spare change of clothes in your child’s bag in case of spills and accidents. Thank you.

Responsible Pet Incursion
Preps and Grade 1/2s participated in a Responsible Pet Incursion. They met Deb and her dog Storm who helped to teach our students about being a safe and responsible around pets. Here are some photos from the incursion.
Prep Work

The Preps have been working very hard this term. Here is some work they have done in Reading, Writing and Numeracy.

Well done to all the Preps for their hard work this term! 😊

PRS making shapes with icy pole sticks. They made circles, triangles, rectangles and squares.
PIV went to the sandpit to build. We came back and talked about what we did and how we built our sandcastles. PIV then wrote about their experience in the sandpit in groups with Miss Vinski.
PDJ went to the sandpit this week. They talked about what they could do in the sandpit and what tools they could use to help them build.

They made posters about building in the sandpit and wrote about it using photos that Miss Jones took.